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OverviewOverview

F Internet + Genomics = New
Knowledge + New Economy +
New Healthcare System

F Premise:  Change in Future
Means Forecasts Are Now More
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Optical Internet ComingOptical Internet Coming
ÒFiber optics is leaving MooreÕs Law in the
dustÉNow, the amount of information that can
be transmitted over a strand of glass is
doubling every nine to twelve months.
Advances in fiber-optics stand to replace
advances in chip speed as the new pace-setter
in computingÉ.  The pace of their innovation
suggests an era of ever-cheaper pipelines for
data, video programming and almost any other
digital-information productÉ.Ó

Wall Street Journal
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HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL
BE ONLINE IN THE YEAR
2005?
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Who Will Be Online?Who Will Be Online?

The Computer Industry Almanac estimated

that at the end of 1998, about 52 percent of the

world's 147.8 million regular Internet users

lived in the U.S. But by the end of 2005, the

Almanac predicts, the U.S. share of Internet

users will have dropped to 29 percent. Much

of that growth is likely to be concentrated in

Europe and the Asia-Pacific region.
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Who Will Be Online?Who Will Be Online?

ÒThe precise impact of the Internet is
still hard to quantify.  One reason is the
sheer rate of growth:  Every second,
another seven people around the globe
tap in for the first time.Ó

The Washington Post

June 20, 1999
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Scale of eEconomyScale of eEconomy

A comprehensive study showed that
the Internet generated about $301
billion in U.S. revenue in 1998--
closing in on the automobile industry.
Annual growth between 1995-1998
was 174 percent.

InternetÕs E-economy Gets Real
The Washington Post, June 20, 1999
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Scope of eEconomyScope of eEconomy

ÒComing online soon are easy to use
electronic wallets that will send intelligent
agents out on the Net to find the lowest
prices or even facilitate auctions in which
merchants will bid to be the lowest-cost
supplier for the products a consumer
wants.Ó Ð

The Wall Street Journal Reports,July 12, 1999.
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New Rules for eEconomyNew Rules for eEconomy

F MooreÕs Law  (Gordon Moore)
Processor power doubles every 18
Months for decades

F MetcalfeÕs Law (Bob Metcalf)
The value of a network is proportional to
the square of its number of users

F CoaseÕs Corollary (Ronald Coase)

 Companies can do away with $4.5 trillion
of transaction costs by handling info
better
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eEconomy Pharma StrategieseEconomy Pharma Strategies

F  Products to Knowledge
è Evolve from Pharma to Health CoÕs

F  Form Global Networks
è Bet on Disintermediataries

è Lead in Health Creation
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E-Pharma MarketingE-Pharma Marketing

ÒThe e-environment will revolutionize the
market intelligence process by providing

the means with which to ÒtalkÓ and
interact with consumers directly.  It will
enable a company to establish a one-to-

one and two-way dialogue with individual
patient-consumers and thus know more

about its end users than it has ever known
before.Ó

Pharma 2005ÑMarketing to the Individual
PricewaterhouseCoopers
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E-health ForecastE-health Forecast

E-health will emerge first as an important
peripheral development for health care and e-
commerce over the next 5 years.  By 2005
pilot projects which offer broadband into
homes will have shown that e-health provides
high value and generates revenue.  Clinical
trials will generate revenue through reduced
costs, increased speed and better quality
results.  Data from monitoring devices will be
a key component of home-based clinical
trials.
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E-HealthE-Health

Venture capitalists pumped $728 million into e-
health startups in 1999, and the combined
market capitalization of all public e-health
companies, most of them created in just the two
years, is now $30 billion.  Estimates show
business-to-consumer ecommerce could grow
from $400 million today to $2 billion by 2003,
and that business-to-business ecommerce
would leap from $1.5 billion to $44 billion in the
same time frame.
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Impacts on Health CareImpacts on Health Care

F Smart Homes, Agents &
Markets

F Direct-to-Consumer Changes to

Permission Marketing

F Pharmaceutical Research Gets

Driven By Consumers
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Home Health TechnologiesHome Health Technologies

F ÒMagic Medicine CabinetÓ
è smart labels, face recognition,

health monitoring devices, flat
panel displays and the web

F ÒHealth BuddyÓ
è 1,000 Patients Nationwide Monitored

by Doctors Via Web
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What Will They Do Online?What Will They Do Online?

ÒAmericans are consuming medical
information as if it were candyÉ.the
Medline Web site now receives 1
million visits a dayÉ.consumers Ôare
really drilling down into clinical articles
that, three years ago, only a physician
would have read.Ó

N.Y. Times (1999)
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Networked Patient PowerNetworked Patient Power

ÒCommunity people now sit on
scientific core committeesÉ. I  host
50 interactive Internet discussions.  I
conduct ÔN=1 experimentsÕ and share
the results with others doing the
same.  The discussions are all
monitored by pharma companies.Ó

AIDS Activist
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Do Genomics Online?Do Genomics Online?
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Genomic ForecastGenomic Forecast

In 1 to 5 years clinical studies will use
genetic information that will help pharma
companies make clearer and faster
clinical decisions based on genetically
stratified populations.

(1998 Survey by Michael Silber, Ph.D.)



ÒThe ability to see a single genetic
error in a set is going to be helped as
we get to compare 20-year olds and
60-year olds.  This will help us
predict changes in the health of
populations and lead to a very big
preventive market.Ó

Professor Mark Richmond

University College
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Genomics ForecastGenomics Forecast

F MHSS 2020 Focused Study on
Biotechnology & Nanotechnology

F MHSS 2020 Focused Study on
Biotechnology & Nanotechnology

Forecast 3:

Gene chips for analyzing the
distinctive pattern of genes
active in different diseases will
sweep aside traditional disease
categories
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Bioinformatics ForecastBioinformatics Forecast

Virtual organs will provide Òin-silicoÓ
models that embed our understanding of
human physiology that can be used to test
new medicinesÉ.  In the 2020s individuals
may have personalized virtual selves with
their organs modeled for continuous
updating and testing.
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Computer SimulationsComputer Simulations

  New Paradigm for Human ClinicalNew Paradigm for Human Clinical
TrialsTrials

DataData Insight
Insight

PredictionPrediction

ResultsResults
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Simulations Will Mean...Simulations Will Mean...

F Genomics + Computers = Fast
Growing Need For Patient Data

F New Frontiers Open For Pharma
è Chronopharmacology

è Diagnostics & Monitoring

F Need For Speed + Endurance
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MEMS ForecastMEMS Forecast

MEMS Òare going to be everywhereÓ É
MEMS are enablers.  TheyÕll be all over,
like plasticÉhaving an impact on society
to rival that of integrated circuitsÉ. The
ideas pipeline is surging, with an
estimated 10,000 scientists and
engineers working on MEMS devices to
see, hear, feel and taste as well as
transmit observations.  (Science, 10/16/98)
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Next Generation TechnologiesNext Generation Technologies

F Laboratories on chips

F Data storage technologies

F Cell manipulating tools

F Propulsion for microsatellites

F Smart dust
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ConclusionConclusion

The Coming Technological
Revolutions Mean Forecasts Are More
Valuable Than Experience.  The Most
Valuable Forecasts Are Visions
Describing What We Want Our
Technology To Do For Us.



No modern nation has enough money to payNo modern nation has enough money to pay
for the amount of disease it is generating!for the amount of disease it is generating!

Our medical care system attempts toOur medical care system attempts to
intervene too far downstream to be effective.intervene too far downstream to be effective.

Rather than trying to treat all ofRather than trying to treat all of
our diseases, we should attempt toour diseases, we should attempt to
design them out of our population.design them out of our population.

Eliminate povertyEliminate poverty
Change to healthy lifestylesChange to healthy lifestyles

Engineer genetic disease out of human gene poolEngineer genetic disease out of human gene pool
Leland Kaiser
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ConclusionConclusion

The 21st Century Offers Potential
To Be The Healthiest Century  In
Human History If We Use
Technology and Knowledge
Wisely.


